Introduction
Target tracking is a hot research field in computer vision. In video surveillance, target recognition, human-machine interface and other application areas, moving objects often need to be tracked effectively in complex environment. Mean Shift was first proposed by Fukunaga and it means the offset mean vector originally [1] . With the developing of Mean Shift Theory [2] , the meaning of Mean Shift also has changed. The basic Mean Shift algorithm has been promoted by Cheng [3] in two aspects. Firstly, he defines a kernel function, the result of offset mean vector which is influenced by offset is variable with the distance between the sample and offset points. Secondly, he also sets a weight coefficient which leads to different importance of sample and it has expanded the scope of Mean Shift [4] . The basic thought of Mean Shift algorithm has been analyzed in this paper and the algorithm has been improved as well. Here are the following adjustments: we set the position of target center which is changed by the time as the observation value of Kalman filter and take it as the initial position of Mean Shift using Kalman filter to predict the possible position of motion target in the current frame, mean shift will find final position of target in current frame within the neighbor position. We judge whether a larger proportion of barrier happened through the analysis of Kalman filter residuals and give the corresponding processing methods to solve the issue. Then we have done a lot of tracking experiments in video. It turns out the improvement of Mean-Shift is highly real-time and can track the target in video effectively.
Basic theory of Mean shift
In the space of D dimensions, S represents a group of data.
is a multidimensional kernel function and x represents a point in this space. Then, we can get an estimate density function, density estimation is a process which we can estimate right probability density distribution from an unknown set of probability density distribution observations. The equation of the kernel density estimation is as follows: 
In this equation, { } i x (i=1,2...n) is given data points in d-dimensional Euclidean space, h K is a function which used in the threshold of density estimation. For h K there are many different kernel functions we can choose, multidimensional kernel function is one of the most optimalizing kernel functions on the basis of the least mean square.
The kernel function h K must meet the requirement that h K is a symmetrical probability density
The equation is as follows:
(2) In this equation is called a bandwidth matrix d d × . Then we can estimate the probability density functions of the given data based on the equation (1).
Implementation improved Mean-Shift algorithm and Kalman filter[6]
Mean shift algorithm is a semi automatic tracking method which select motion target by manually assuring search window at the beginning of tracking frame. The histogram distribution of the search window is calculated by calculating the kernel function, the same method is used to calculate the histogram distribution of the current frame, with the maximum principle of two distributions' similarity, make the search window increase in the real position of moving target along the increasing maximum direction of the density.
Here is the procedure: Target model of initial frame Set the unit as an interval of color value, divide the feature space which is picked from pixel color values into several feature values, then in the initial frame, including target search window, the probability of u feature value is:
[ ]
function, h is bandwidth of kernel function, generally equate half of window's width; function b and δ is to judge whether color value in i x belong to feature value; C is a standardized constant coefficient, make all of feature values' addition of probability is 1.
Model of current frame Similar to above, calculate feature value u's probability of search window in current frame
y is center pixel coordinate of search window in current frame, i x is coordinate of pixel i; h C is the same as C in (1) . Similarity function Similarity function describe the similarity between initial frame target model and current frame target model, define as follow: Kalman filter estimated initial position We use central position of motion target as the observation value of the Kalman filter.First, we use Kalman filter to predict the target position in the next frame and take it as initial position of motion target in Mean shift, then Mean shift will find the best target position within the neighborhood and take it as observation value of Kalman filter to do calculation in the next frame.
Modeling of Kalman filter Assume that the center of motion target is working in a straight line motion with random acceleration in X, Y axis. Acceleration a is a random variable which obey Guass distribution. 
is observation value of target center in X axis, ) (k y c is observation value of target center in Y axis. Thus, Kalman filter consist of two models: Signal model: Treatment of block issue Residual stands for the addition of offset square which is pointed to the estimated and the observation values of current frame. Residual of Kalman filter can be defined as follows:
is the target vector of the estimated values and ) ( k x i means the target vector of the observation values. Then, after some frames, Kalman filter will find its estimated value of target positon and its observation value similar through the following mean shift algorithm, ) (k r will always maintain its value in a normal range. If being blocked in a large proportion, mean shift algorithm will begin with the initial value provided by Kalman filter, finding the "final"positon, which means the position will be far from the initial one. If the residual is far from its normal value, we can conclude that the target may be blocked in a large proportion. Under this situation, we need to set a threshold value to help us judge that whether the Kalman filter has been worked in a wrong mode. According to the experiment, we set 10 as the threshold value. 
Experiment results and analysis
The original algorithm based on Mean Shift algorithm has been improved, to track fast moving targets more accurately, using the comparison of two domain values When selects observation value of Kalman filter. To verify the tracking principle of Mean Shift algorithm which has been improved, we'll make the experiment to track movement of robotic fish in the video files. The Mean-Shift algorithm of the first frame manually determines the undetermined tracking target in experiments which is developed under VC6.0++. Fig.2 make use of Mean shift processing video sequence "Infinit", the total length of sequence is 950.
(1) The tracking results of traditional Mean-Shift algorithm According to the figure as follow, Mean shift can track target well, as show in Fig.2 , frame 8. But Mean shift fail to track target owing to its much too fast motion, as show in Fig.2 , frame 15,42. current frame 8 current frame 15 current frame 42 Fig.2 The tracking results of traditional Mean-Shift algorithm (2) The tracking results of Mean-Shift algorithm which is improved As you can see from figure as follow, tracking accuracy has increased significantly. "Infinit" sequence processed by improved algorithm in this paper show that even in a high velocity, we can still track target well, as show in Fig.3 current frame 121 current frame 156 current frame 173 Fig.3 The tracking results of Mean-Shift algorithm which is improved (3)Treatment of block issue: We want to track the ball behind the bigger one,as show in square of frame 468. From frame 866 On, we can see the bigger ball start to block the back one, as show in frame 866,924, square of frame 866 track the ball behind the bigger one and track it again until frame 924, though there is a large portion of barrier, square of frame 924 did not recognize it wrong, which mean our algorithm succeed. current frame 468 current frame 866 current frame 924 Fig.4 The instance about the block issue
Conclusion
Using Kalman filter combined Mean shift algorithm to solve the issue that basic Mean shift is unable to track fast moving object.Kalman filter predict possible target position of current frame according to the target center position of former frames, Mean shift find the final target position in the neighborhood. New algorithm enrich availability of known information. Judge whether a large proportion barrier happened through calculation of Kalman filter residuals, use liner prediction of former frames' target position to replace Kalman's function; meanwhile, judge the period that Kalman start to work through calculation of residuals. The experiments show that the algorithm above can achieve tracking of fast moving target and have a good robustness against barrier as well.
